Firefighters try to meet the challenge

Teams from more than 100 fire stations around the country competed in the Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge Saturday in Janesville.

Above left: Janesville firefighter Matt Diehls sports a smile after a dramatic come-from-behind victory in a heat of the challenge.

Above right: Nine-year-old Hayley Diehls, right, and her cousin Sydney Warrenburg, 11, cheer Saturday for Diehls' father, Matt, as he participates in the challenge.

Combat challenge draws firefighters from across U.S.
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It's important for firefighters to keep in shape.

The job requires them to pull heavy hoses, climb stairs and drag victims from burning buildings. It can be a real challenge.

The Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge, held Saturday in the Home Depot parking lot in Janesville, turns the trials of the job into a competition where firefighters across the country can hone their skills and have fun doing it.

"To be Challenge-ready is a step beyond what you normally do," Janesville firefighter Matt Diehls said.

Diehls and four other Janesville firefighters competed with more than 100 other teams from fire stations across the country. Milton firefighters were the only other Rock County station to join in the games.

"It helps up focus on our fitness level," Milton Fire Chief Chris Lukas said.

The Challenge grew out of a 1975 project by the faculty at the University of Maryland's Sports Medicine Center to create a physical ability test for a Maryland fire department. The test was designed to see if potential firefighters had the physical capabilities needed to perform essential functions of the job, said Paul Davis, who was on the faculty at the time and worked on the project.
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In 1981, Davis took the idea one step further and turned the test into a competition rather than training tool. Thus the Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge was born. Competing as individuals, teams and in relays, wearing all of their gear, the 2004 Challenge was held Nov. 9 through 13 in Las Vegas. The finals are broadcast on ESPN.

Eligibility for the finals is based on times. Davis said. Individuals under the age of 40 and relay teams that finish the course under two minutes are eligible. Firefighters age 40 to 50 must have a time below three minutes. Those over 50 years old must have a time below 4:45 minutes.

Female firefighters participating need a time less than six minutes to go to the finals. Davis estimated that about half of those participating Saturday will be eligible to go to the finals.

The Milton Fire Department's relay team qualified to go to the Vegas games, Fire Chief Chris Lukas said. The team had a time of 1 minute, 54 seconds in the relay race. It is the second year in a row that Milton earned the opportunity to go to the finals, Lukas said. Last year, the team chose not to go, even though it was eligible, Lukas said. He's not sure if the team will go this year.

CORPORATE CHALLENGE

Local businesses got their chance to do the firefighter challenge on Friday night at the Corporate Cup Challenge.

The winner will have a donation made in their name to the Wisconsin Safety Alliance Burn camp.

Using a mallet, Janesville firefighter Joe Kurtz forces a weight down a track as part of the Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge.

Firefighter Rob Calhoon takes aim at the target with a stream of water during a heat of the Scott Firefighter Combat Challenge in Janesville on Saturday.